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Abstract 

In order to improve the efficiency of resource scheduling in cloud computing 

environment and maintain low consumption, the new algorithm based on multi-group 

parallel Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is proposed, due to the complexity of the 

operating environment, the whole population based on the standard Particle Swarm 

Optimization algorithm is divided equally, the improved algorithm is used to obtain the 

optimal position of the particle in the subgroup, and then the optimal solution is obtained, 

for the premature convergence problem of Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, 

determining the particle of the poor performance, and using the characteristics of Cauchy 

distribution to implement perturbation, which can effectively help the algorithm to 

converge quickly. Experimental data show that the improved algorithm compared with 

other algorithms, it has achieved good promotion, such as in platform efficiency, 

consumption and convergence, and so on. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is the new integrated technology, which integrates distributed 

computing, grid computing and virtualization technology, it coordinate the large number 

of distributed resources in the shared network, cut the big data into several sub tasks, and 

provide the corresponding calculation and service [1-3], therefore, cloud computing 

resource scheduling problem is a key factor to measure the performance of cloud 

environment. How to use effective methods to allocate the resources in the cloud 

environment efficiently and rationally has become the hot research topic. 

There are many ways to optimize the resource scheduling of cloud computing [4-5], 

which can be divided into two categories, static method and dynamic method. The static 

method can refer to the grid computing, and the method is relatively simple, assuming 

that the relevant information in the calculation can be measured to achieve the simple 

distribution of tasks, its deficiency is the resource application and release in the algorithm 

will greatly improve the system overhead, this will cause the load of resources in the 

cloud computing environment is not balanced. For the resource scheduling problem of 

high complexity in cloud computing, it is obvious that more effective method should be 

adopted [6], based on this, in the face of the problem, it is better to use dynamic 

intelligent optimization algorithm to solve. Some mainstream algorithm include: genetic 

algorithm, fish-swarm algorithm, Particle Swarm algorithm, leapfrog algorithm, etc. All 

of the above are simulated the biological behavior in the nature, with adaptive, but still 

there are many problems, such as poor stability, slow convergence rate, low precision and 

so on. 
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The resource scheduling problem in cloud computing is the typical NP problem [7-10]. 

In this paper, the improved Particle Swarm algorithm of multi-group parallel is used to 

implement scheduling strategy, it referred to as IMPSO. The algorithm mainly 

investigates the time cost and energy consumption of the cloud computing scheduling 

strategy, and establishes the corresponding fitness function model, the whole population is 

divided into subgroups, the new speed and position formula are used to calculate the 

fitness of the particle in the subgroup, the local optimum is obtained, and the global 

optimum is obtained. In order to overcome the defects of the algorithm is easy to fall into 

local optimum, set particle perturbation mechanism, disturbance the particles of stagnant 

or oscillating by the characteristic of Cauchy distribution, and the convergence is 

improved to ensure the smooth running of the following resource scheduling. 

 

2. Cloud Computing Resource Scheduling Strategy 

Cloud computing is developed from distributed processing and parallel computing, it is 

a kind of virtual, on-demand service model. At present, the mainstream programming 

model uses the Map/Reduce model proposed by Google, which will divided the task into 

two stages according to the order, Map stage and Reduce stage. Both need to consider the 

problem of parallelism, the smaller the refinement of Map tasks, the more conducive to 

parallelism, but this will increase the system load. The Reduce task is required to wait for 

the slowest Reduce task is completed, the Reduce phase processing is completed. Here, 

the task division and resource scheduling is reasonable or not will directly affect the 

efficiency of the task itself. 

The definition of virtual resource allocation framework in cloud computing 

environment is as follows: set the overall task, that is, the total load is T , it is divided into 

several independent sub tasks, using 1 2{ , , }mT t t t  to express; set R  to represent 

resources, can be expressed as 1 2{ , , }nR r r r , here, the number of resources is m , the 

number of tasks is n . The mathematical model of the corresponding scheduling strategy 

is { , , , }F T R f P . Among them, f is the objective function, and P  is the algorithm. All 

tasks can be assigned, and a virtual resource only supports a task to run, set the set 

1 2{ , , }nE e e e  is a collection of physical devices. Based on this, the cloud computing 

resource scheduling mathematical model should have the following characteristics: 

1) About the resource ir , it can only face a task; 

2) In the platform, applying for resources for each user may have m  task, tasks are 

independent of each other and are performed independently, total task execution time can 

be expressed as 
{ }m n ijS s 

; 

3) According to the relationship between it and ir , set it  on the ie
 to perform the 

consumed time is ( , )i iTE t e , ,i jte
is the time for the i  load to execute on the j  physical 

device, for n tasks of a user, the completion time of all tasks can be expressed as 

1
1

( ) max( ( , ))
m

i i j
i n

j

S t TE t e
 




. 
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3. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 
 

3.1. Basic Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a bio-simulation heuristic algorithm [11-12], its 

basic principle is the assumption that there are n  particles in the certain space, each 

particle has the initial position and velocity, the particle follows the trajectory of the 

optimal particle, and a position represents a solution. The optimal particle position is the 

optimal solution when the algorithm completes the termination [13-15]. The parameters 

of this paper are as follows: the position of the i  particle in Q  dimensional space is 

1 2{ , , }i i i iQx x x x
, the velocity of the particle is 1 2{ , , }i i i iQv v v v

， 1,2, ,i n . The 

global optimal extreme value is Gb , the local optimal extreme value is Pb . The updating 

of the position in the course of the particle travels with reference to the above two, 

specific particle state formula is as follows: 
' '' 0 1( ) ( )iq iq Pb iq Gb iqv v x x x x      

                                              (1) 
' '' '

iq iq iqx x v 
                                                                     (2) 

In the formula,   is the inertia weight, which is used to balance the velocity relation in 

the flight of the particle. 
0 1 、  is correction factor, [0,1] , and it is also randomly 

distributed. 

 

3.2. Chaos Mechanism 

Chaos phenomenon is a kind of nonlinear behavior that exists universally in nature, 

which has the characteristics of ergodicity and regularity, and is sensitive to the initial 

conditions. It can no-repeated searches within the limited local area, in this way, the 

characteristic of chaos search can be used to optimize the algorithm, so that the particle 

can escape from local optimum [16-17]. In the algorithm, if the particle falls into the local 

optimum, then the new space with the current population in the same dimension is 

randomly generated, and the chaotic sequence is mapped, to determine whether to replace 

the current particle by comparing the value of the photographic reading value in the 

iteration. Specific search steps are as follows: 

(1) Define initial area, set N  dimensional initial state vector is 0 01 02 0( , , , )NR R R R , 

the values in 0R  are adjacent to each other, and the difference is small. 

(2) The initial vector 0R  is calculated by using the logistics equation to generate 

chaotic sequences 1 2, , , nc c c . Here, after several iterations, the system will be completely 

in the chaotic state. The vector layer can be expressed as: 

1 1(1 )i i ic c c                                (3) 

In the formula,   is the iterative control parameter. 

(3) Setting the space particle is iX , using the formula (3) to get a better position for 

iX , denoted by 
'

iX
. 

'

i j iX r rnd c X   
                          (4) 

In the formula, r  is the active radius of particle iX ,
[ 1,1]rnd  

,
[0, ]j n . 

The main ideas of the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm based on chaos 

mechanism are as follows: On the one hand, using chaotic sequence initialize the position 

and velocity of particle, because of the characteristics of ergodicity, it can not only keep 

the diversity of particle, but also enhance the searching ability of particle; moreover, the 

chaotic state can make the motion of the particle have continuity. 
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Chaos initialization: the initial value of iX  is given in the formula (4), and the velocity 

of Particle Swarm iteration is modified: 

,

' '' 0

,

1

,

( 1) ( ) ( )( ( ) ( ))

( )( ( ) ( ))

i j lb i j

gb i j

v t v t t x t x t

t x t x t

a b

b

+ = + -

+ -
                                       (5) 

In the formula, a  is a constant, (0,1]Î , b  is a random number of the normal 

distribution [0,1]N , [1, ]i nÎ , [1, ]j mÎ , n  is the number of particle, m  is the spatial 

dimension. For 
'' ( )v t : 

,''
( ) 0

( )
[0,1] 1

i jv t
v t

N v

q

d q

ì =ïï= í
ï × × =ïî




                                                           (6) 

0 ( ( 1)) ( ( ))

1 ( ( )) ( ( 1))

( ( 5))

gb gb

gb gb

gb

f x t f x t

f x t f x t

f x t

q

ìï - >ïïï= = - =í
ïïï = -ïî





 
                                               (7) 

In the formula, max /1.1iv v c= × ,
( ) ( )gb Tf x f xd = -

, ic is the new chaotic sequence, 
( )gbf x

 is a satisfactory solution, ( )Tf x  is the target solution. 

 

3.3. Particle Distribution 

In this paper, the Cauchy distribution is used to adjust the particle state and to improve 

the diversity of the particle. The idea of Cauchy distribution is that under the premise of 

getting the fitness value of particle, the disturbance is implemented according to the 

Cauchy disturbance formula, the new particle position is randomly generated and 

compared with the original position, if it is superior, then replace with it. The 

corresponding Cauchy distribution random variable is (0, )C  , the density functions are 

as follows: 

( )x 2 2
         

( )
x

x



 
    

                                        (8) 

In the formula,   is the adjustment parameter, ( )x  is the standard Cauchy function. 

It should be noted that the speed of approaching 0 along the X axis, the Cauchy 

function is much slower than the probability density function PDF, which means that the 

Cauchy distribution is more random and the disturbance is more powerful, and can also 

effectively solve the local optimal problem of Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. 

In the iterative process of the algorithm, for the particle of the local stagnation or 

repeated shock implement disturbance, and the corresponding position is changed. The 

formula for triggering the disturbance is as follows: 
' ''

1

'

| ( ) ( ) |

''

k k

i i

i k

f x f x

k













                                                 (9) 

In the formula, 'k  is the current iteration number and ''k  is the previous iteration 

number of the algorithm, 
( )if x

 is the fitness value of the particle in the current iteration, 
  is the disturbance threshold. 

Thus, through comparing the fitness value of the particle, if the difference of the fitness 

of the multi-generation particle satisfies the disturbance condition, it means that the 

particle is trapped into the local optimal bound, and the discrete advantage of the Cauchy 

distribution can effectively increase the diversity of particle, which ensure that the 

algorithm can obtain the global optimal solution. 
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3.4. Multi-group Parallel 

In order to increase the diversity of particle and make the algorithm converge quickly, 

this paper proposed the multi-group parallel model, which divides the whole population 

into several subgroups of equal size, each subgroup is implemented the improved PSO 

algorithm, and the optimal position of all subgroups is analyzed and compared, The 

velocity of particle motion is updated by the fusion of the global optimal particle velocity. 

At the same time, the adjustment factor is introduced into the subgroup to accelerate the 

convergence of subgroup, the improved velocity update formula is as follows: 
1 0 1 2[ ( ) ( ) ( )]m

ik ik kPb ik iGb ik Gb ikv v x x x x x x                                  (10) 

Adjustment factor formula is as follows: 

0 1 2

2

2
        

2 4
    

  
   

                                 (11) 

In the formula, m is the number of iterations, i  is the number of particle, k  is the 

number of subgroups, kPbx  is the optimal position of the k -th particle, iPbx  is the optimal 

position of the k -th subgroup after the m -th iteration, Gbx  is the optimal position of the 

whole Particle Swarm after the m -th iteration 

In this way, under the action of the adjustment factor, the range of particle trajectories 

in the algorithm subgroup increases, the particle follows closely the flight of the optimal 

particle by adjusting, the overall convergence of the algorithm will be greatly improved. 

 

4. Resource Scheduling Strategy in Cloud Environment 
 

4.1. Coding Strategy 

Based on the characteristics of cloud environment resource scheduling, the particle 

coding method is proposed using decimal coding, the number of resource R  is m , the 

number of task is n , the number of particle in Particle Swarm is k , among them, 

1 2{ , , }i i i inx x x x , [1, ]i k , in this way, express task scheduler to run on resource ijx
, the 

initial position of particle is obtained randomly in [1, ]m , the encoding of the particle is: （

3,2,5,4），this means that the 4 tasks correspond to the number of the used resources, 

that is, 1 [3]it x , 2 [2]it x , 3 [5]it x , 4 [4]it x . 

 

4.2. Fitness Function 

In the iteration of the algorithm, the position of the next generation particle is 

determined by the value of the fitness function. Cloud computing scheduling strategies 

need to consider two factors: time and cost. The focus of this paper is investigated the 

completion time of the task, that is, the higher the fitness value, the better the 

properties of particle, the greater the possibility of the optimal solution is obtained. Based 

on this model, the fitness function of Particle Swarm is defined as follows: 

1
1

1
( )

max ( )
km

i
j

i

f i

S t







                                                          (12) 
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4.3. Algorithm Step Analysis 

Step 1: Initialize the population maximum iterations and adjust population size and 

other parameters; 

Step 2: Divided Particle Swarm, subgroup divided into uniform in size; 

Step 3: According to the fitness function to calculate the fitness value of particle, 

determine the global optimal, sub optimal and individual optimal; 

Step 4: Determine the state of the particle in the subgroup, determine whether the 

implementation of the Cauchy distribution; 

Step 5: Iteration number plus 1, update the velocity and position of the particle; 

Step 6: Judge whether the algorithm meets the termination conditions. If satisfied, then 

the end and the output of the optimal solution, otherwise return to step 4. 

 

5. Experimental Analysis 

The experiment analyze the performance of the improved algorithm by using 

CloudSim platform, which include two aspects: on the one hand is the platform test, 

including the SLA violation rate, resource consumption and different task time ratio, On 

the other hand, the performance of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) itself is analyzed, 

the convergence of the algorithm is mainly analyzed by benchmark function. 

Three Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms are analyzed in the experiment, 

standard Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, PSO; the improved Quantum-behaved 

Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, QPSO; this paper proposed the multi-group 

parallel Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, IMPSO. The size of the whole 

population is 40, the subgroup size is 10, the maximum number of iterations is 400. First 

of all, to analyze the platform SLA violation rate and platform consumption, the following 

list shows the results: 

Table 1. SLA Violation Rate 

days PSO QPSO IMPSO 

1 35.25 38.44 40.98 

2 34.18 36.35 37.83 

3 33.36 34.96 35.14 

4 32.72 33.13 33．05 

5 32.21 32.18 31.52 

6 31.78 31.34 30.16 

7 31.42 30.65 29.05 

8 31.16 30.13 28.07 

Table 2. Platform Consumption 

days PSO QPSO IMPSO 

1 1213.56 1334.83 1388.46 

2 1832.76 1915.65 1955.26 

3 2457.17 2574.98 2512.93 

4 2969.71 2981.62 2903.58 

5 3479.08 3454.19 3374.59 

6 4090.24 4011.48 3920.38 

7 4713.54 4679.12 4544.71 

8 5319.89 5202.44 5057.85 

 

From the data analysis in Table 1 is known that the best performance in the early test is 

not the IMPSO algorithm, but the PSO, which is because of the coordination problem of 
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the different subgroups at the early stage of algorithm, with the deepening of the 

algorithm, the optimal solution of the subgroup is generated, and it can be seen that the 

violation rate of IMPSO decreases steadily, while the other two algorithms have no 

obvious. 

By comparing the data in Table 2 found that the initial value of the three algorithms 

has little difference. With the extension of time, consumption increased simultaneously, 

and the other two algorithms increased significantly, especially the Unimproved PSO 

algorithm. In the later period, the performance of IMPSO algorithm is reflected, its 

consumption rises slowly and smoothly. 

In order to investigate the task scheduling efficiency of optimization algorithm, the 

experiment is compared through the consumption of the total time, respectively test the 

consumption time of the two groups data, the number of task respectively are 200 and 

400, the following is the comparison chart: 
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(a) Comparative Analysis of Fixed Number of Task is 200 
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(b) Comparative Analysis of Fixed Number of Task is 400 

Figure 1. Time Consumption Comparison Chart 

From the data analysis in Figure1 shows that the improved IMPSO algorithm has better 

convergence, and its time consumption is the least. The convergence of the PSO 

algorithm in the graph is the fastest, when the number of iterations reaches 40, the 

convergence is complete. In contrast, IMPSO complete the convergence in the 120 time, 

but the difference in the time spent between the two is nearly 50 seconds. In Figure2, the 

number of tasks is 400, compared to the three, the number of iterations is more close, the 

convergence of IMPSO is also good, however, compared with (a), it can be found that 

with the increase in the number of tasks, the time-consuming difference between the three 
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algorithms is widen. Compared with the standard PSO algorithm, IMPSO saves about 150 

seconds, which shows that with the increase of the number of tasks, the improved 

algorithm can effectively avoid the local constraint, more conducive to obtain the global 

optimum, the platform efficiency has been significantly improved. 

For an investigation on convergence of the algorithm, the paper intends to use three 

benchmark functions to implement the comparative analysis, the corresponding 

comparison chart is as follows: 
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(a) Convergence Comparison         (b) Rosenbrock  Convergence Comparison 
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(c) Griewank  Functional Convergence Results 

Figure 2. Comparative Analysis of Benchmark Functions 

From the data analysis in Figure2 shows that the comparison of the benchmark 

functions corresponding to the three algorithms, the convergence of IMPSO is slightly 

lacking in Figure(a), the other two groups showed better performance, especially in the 

last group, the convergence rate and function values are the best. It can be seen from the 

figure that with the increase of the number of iterations, the performance of the improved 

algorithm becomes more and more obvious, which is mainly due to the improvement of 

the local optimal constraint in the algorithm, the performance of the particle is judged in 

each iteration, the particle with poor performance are improved, and the subgroup strategy 

also accelerates the convergence of the algorithm, this can also effectively improve the 

accuracy of the algorithm. 
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6. Conclusion 

Resource scheduling in cloud environment is the complex NP problem, using the 

traditional Particle Swarm algorithm to solve the problem, because the defects of the 

algorithm itself can’t fully reflect the advantages of the platform. Therefore, the multi-

group parallel Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is proposed. By dividing the 

population into groups of equal size and increasing the diversity of the particle, the 

particles in the subgroup get their optimal position by using the modified algorithm and 

implement the fusion. At the same time, to ensure the convergence of the particle with 

disturbance the poor performance of the particle. In this way, the improved algorithm can 

greatly improve the efficiency of the cloud computing platform. 
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